Right now, we pay attention to only 2 things
1) Scary and uncertain news...

Marquette University @MarquetteU · Mar 11

#COVID19 update: Contingency planning is currently underway.

The university is currently discussing potential changes prior to students returning from spring break — we anticipate sharing more information tomorrow.

COVID-19 update: Contingency planning underway, expect more info...

Dear Marquette community: Marquette University continues to monitor the recent outbreak of respiratory illness caused by Coronavirus ...

today.marquette.edu
... And anything that uplifts, inspires or gives us hope

Tim Blair @TimothyBlair · Mar 19
Looking at St. Joan of Arc Chapel soothes the soul.

Marquette University College of Arts & Sciences @MarquetteU · Mar 18
🙏 We'll get through this, @MarquetteU. #WeAreMarquette
The coronavirus pandemic has driven interest in uplifting headlines way, way up.
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In search of good news
And finding it in Marquette community
In search of community

FROM OUR MARQUETTE ALUMNI
Welcome to Marquette University, Tuesday Night Mass
Streaming LIVE from the St. Joan of Arc Chapel
Celebrant: Rev. Ryan Dunz, S.J.

Please find the reading for tonight’s Mass here:
http://usccb.org/bible/readings/042820.cfm... See More
In search of poetry

Marquette University • @MarquetteU • Mar 24
let this be the breaking of the dam — of your heart —
the flood that officially baptizes you in the wild, clear waters of
it all.

Be blessed, graduates"

Read the whole speech here ❤️

Marquette University • @MarquetteU • Mar 24
Our 2019 commencement speaker, Jacob Zelinski, shared these words last spring:

"If I've learned anything in my experiences with heartbreak, it's that
you can't have it all"
Show this thread

With a cap and gown and broken heart
If I've learned anything in my experiences with heartbreak, it's that you
can't have it all, but you can have songs at sunset that remind...
stories.marquette.edu
In search of celebration

Happy Decision Day, Class of 2024!
Let's see your photos of our new class (and parents of current students, feel free to share your previous freshman photos, too)
Photo: Gustavo Martinez-Hernandez, Marquette University High School '20

Aymie Olson Clayton Mackenna Clayton - class of 2024, Lombard IL...Biomedical Engineering program. Super Proud Mama!!
In search of celebration

Sharon Kropf Connor Kropf Marquette Nursing

Amy de Guia Roman de Guia, Class of 24/26 DPT program. 😊
In search of memories

Marquette University
Published by Tim Cigeliske
- April 30

If you could visit one place on campus right now, where would you go?

138
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Most Relevant

Carol Speer Sautter
Abbottsford Hall where my daughter lives. She is the hall minister and I miss her terribly.
Like · Reply · Message · 4d

Karen Goemer
The Nursing College, I'm sorry I can't think of the name my brain is having a sleep mode
Like · Reply · Message · 4d

Steve Cuccia
As much as campus bars sound awesome and Gesu would certainly be great, "on campus" need some St. Joan Of Arc with the world being what it is....
Like · Reply · Message · 4d · Edited

Alexis Marshall
I miss West Hall (torn down in the '90s I believe). I live there for my freshman and sophomore
In search of good memories

Charles P. Pierce @CharlesPPierce
Replying to @MarquetteU

A bench outside Lalumiere at sunset. Watching the nighthawks that roost in Gesu’s steeple.
2:43 PM · Apr 29, 2020 · Twitter Web App

John Halloran @johnnyguitar95
Replying to @MarquetteU

I'd be in one of three places
1. Joan of Arc Chapel
2. The Campus Ministry Office
3. The Systems Lab on the 3rd floor of Cudahy where I would probably be up all night working on some program for class
2:53 PM · Apr 29, 2020 · Twitter Web App
In search of understanding

Marquette professor emeritus of psychology researches what makes life fulfilling and teaches a course on the psychology of death and dying. He finds that when we come face to face with the question of our mortality, it is in relationships that we find strength.
Yuhan Jiang, Ph.D. Student @marquette_ccee, successfully defended his dissertation on March 30 via Microsoft Teams. Congratulations!!!
In search of friendship

Tag someone you’re missing right now. Show them you’re thinking of them.

768 comments!
In search of harmony

YOU’LL FIND IT HELPS TO PASS THE TIME
Hello! Wondering if Marquette might have some sort of yard sign available to order for our graduating seniors? We have them for our High School graduates. Maybe hasn’t been done before but with our seniors at home it would be nice to recognize them this way. Thank you,
 Juliette
 Annabel’s mom:)
Received her cap n gown on Friday. 🎓 Wearing it every chance she gets! 💙💛
In search of quiet

Shannon Parrett
University Parents Group
Came home at lunch to find this on my front door!! Two down, three more to go....

Tim
@cigelske

I love our kids but how do you get them to not talk to you for a minute

10:50 AM • May 3, 2020 • Twitter for iPhone

John Casper Jr. @johncasperjr • May 3
Repeating to @cigelske
I have some thoughts, but I can’t get to them until I answer these 32 questions about Star Wars.
In search of a Bridge...
Providing a bridge

When a group of friends had to cancel their annual trip, they donated to Marquette’s Bridge to the Future fund.
As seasons change, finals week looks different this year. Reach out to someone and wish them good luck. Support each other. We'll get through this together.

#BeTheDifference #WeAreMarquette ... See More